
Advantages of Inflatable Fishing Kayaks:

Things to Look for When Buying 
an Inflatable Fishing Kayak

TOP 5

Construction
Inflatable Kayaks are Incredibly 
Durable and feature PVC, Nitrylon, and 
Hypalon. Hypalon is Military Grade and 
used by the US Coast Guard.

What Accessories Will You Need? 
Inflatable Fishing Kayaks often include 
some very handy features, such as rod 
holders, cup holders, and catch coolers. 
They also allow the ability to attach any 
other accessories that you might want 
to dial your fishing kayak in just how 
you like it.

Stability
This is obviously a very important factor. 
You want a kayak with a sturdy base so 
that you can quickly get in and out of 
your seat or change standing positions. 
Most high-quality inflatable fishing 
kayaks are very stable.

Non-slip flooring

Dynamically designed stern and bow 

Rod and paddle holders are included

Solo or tandem

great beginners and experts

Solo kayak fishing. 

EVA foam padding 

Thick 2000 denier reinforced panels 
for extra durability. 

Excellent in rougher waters

16 high capacity self-bailing drain valves 

You can get to hard
to reach and hidden

 fishing spots.

No Need for a Trailer, 
Put It in the Back Seat

High-Quality Kayaks with 
Technology Driven Design

* Quick and Easy to
 Get On and Off the Water

Quick and Easy to
 Get On and Off the Water

Easy to Store: 
Put it in the Closet

Easy to transport

Paddles
Do you have a particular style that 
you prefer. There are paddles for all 
skill levels. You may even want to 
upgrade to a motor.

Comfort
If you are going on a long expedition 
you are going to want to find a kayak 
that is comfortable. A variety of 
seating options with back supports 
will help you enjoy long journeys to 
the fullest with no discomfort.

Solo or Tandem
Are you looking for a solo 
fishing kayak or one that can 
comfortably hold 2 or 3 people?

Available in 2 sizes

Built for sport and fishing,

Extremely agile in even the toughest conditions

6 self-bailing drains

It is stable and well balanced

Drop stitch flooring

The solo fishing kayak has a capacity
of up to 400lbs with gear

Aluminum ribs built into the bow and stern

Accessory frame system at the front 
and rear of the kayak. 

Easy to remove deep-fin 

Best Inflatable Fishing Kayak
 Buyers Guide

Sea Eagle 385fta FastTrack Angler Inflatable Kayak

Sea Eagle 350fx Inflatable Fishing Kayak

Advanced Elements StraitEdge Angler Pro 1 Person Fishing Kayak

STAR Pike Inflatable Fishing Kayaks

Aquaglide Blackfoot Angler Inflatable Fishing Kayaks

Extremely agile

One of the fastest fishing kayaks

Firm base that allows you stand up to fish

Three separate air chambers 

Ideal for traversing both land and water
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